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The paper is mainly concerned with the problem of decentralized robust stability
of large-scale interconnected systems with structured and unstructured uncertain-
ties. A simple method is presented whereby some sufficient conditions are derived
so that asymptotic stability of large-scale interconnected systems can be guaranteed
in the presence of uncertain perturbations. The method is also extended to
large-scale discrete-time systems and the corresponding robust stability conditions
are established for uncertain large-scale discrete-time systems. Finally, two numeri-
cal examples are given to demonstrate that our robust stability conditions are less
conservative than those reported in the control literature. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
A large-scale dynamical system is generally characterized by a large
number of variables representing the system, a strong interaction between
w xthe system variables, and a complex structure 1]3 . Such a class of
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large-scale dynamical systems are often called large-scale interconnected
dynamical systems. The problem of decentralized control of large-scale
interconnected dynamical systems has been receiving considerable atten-
tion, because there are a large number of large-scale interconnected
dynamical systems in many practical control problems, e.g., transportation
systems, power systems, communication systems, economic systems, social
systems, and so on.
Decentralized stabilization of large-scale interconnected dynamical sys-
 w x.tems has been widely studied see, e.g., 4]10 . In particular, decentralized
robust stabilization of uncertain large-scale interconnected dynamical sys-
 w x.tems has been also widely discussed see, e.g., 11]14 because it is
unavoidable to include some degrees of uncertainties in large-scale sys-
tems due to modelling errors, measurement errors, linearization approxi-
mations, and so on. Generally, if the uncertainties and interconnection
terms of large-scale systems satisfy the so-called matching conditions, one
can always design a class of decentralized local state feedback controllers
such that some types of stability of such large-scale systems can be
 w x.guaranteed see, e.g., 8, 9, 11, 12 . But, for large-scale systems without
matching conditions, this assertion is not valid. Therefore, one wants to
find some conditions so that the stability of large-scale systems without
matching conditions can be guaranteed. For this, several methods have
been presented whereby some stability conditions have been derived. In
w x13 , for example, the problem of robust stability for large-scale systems
made of several nonlinearly perturbed subsystems is considered and the
w xbound of permissible perturbations in each subsystem is obtained. In 14 ,
by making use of the function norm and Bellman]Gronwall inequality,
some sufficient conditions are derived so that asymptotic stability of
large-scale systems with unstructured uncertainties can be guaranteed. In
w x15 , the problem of decentralized stabilization for large-scale continuous
and discrete-time systems with structured uncertainties is discussed, and
some sufficient conditions are established for asymptotically stabilizing the
w xsystems. In 16 , a sufficient condition of robust disk-stability for perturbed
large-scale interconnected discrete-time systems is presented.
In this paper, we consider the problem of decentralized robust stability
of a class of large-scale interconnected systems with structured and un-
structured uncertainties. We present a simple method whereby some
sufficient conditions are derived so that asymptotic stability of large-scale
interconnected systems can be guaranteed in the presence of uncertain
perturbations. Some analytical methods are employed to investigate such
sufficient conditions. In addition, the method presented here is also
extended to uncertain large-scale interconnected discrete-time systems.
Moreover, two numerical examples are given to demonstrate that our
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robust stability conditions are less conservative than those reported in the
 w x.control literature see, e.g., 14, 15 .
The paper consists of the following parts. In Section 2, we describe a
class of large-scale interconnected systems with structured uncertainties to
be investigated, and we introduce for such systems some standard assump-
tions. In Section 3, we derive some sufficient conditions on decentralized
robust stability of large-scale interconnected systems with structured and
unstructured uncertainties. In Section 4, we extend the results developed
in the preceding section to large-scale discrete-time systems. In Section 5,
two numerical examples are given to illustrate the use of our results. The
paper is concluded in Section 6 with a brief discussion of the results.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
2.1. Problem Formulation
Consider a class of uncertain large-scale dynamical systems composed of
N interconnected subsystems described by the following state equations
and output equations,
dx t .i s A q D A t x t q B q D B t u t .  .  .  .i i i i i idt
N
q A q D A t x t , 1a .  .  . i j i j j
j/i
y t s C q DC t x t , i s 1, . . . , N , 1b .  .  .  .i i i i
 . ni  . m i  .where x t g R is the state vector, u t g R is the control or inputi i
 . sivector, y t g R is the output vector; A , B , C , A are the knowni i i i i j
 .  .  .constant matrices of appropriate dimensions, and D A ? , D B ? , DC ? ,i i i
 .D A ? are the uncertain matrix functions and represent parameter per-i j
turbations with some reasonable bounds to be described in the next
subsection.
As will be seen, the method presented in this paper can be completely
applied to the systems withrwithout output perturbations. Here, for sim-
 .plicity it is supposed that DC ? s 0, i s 1, . . . , N.i
Provided that all outputs are available, the decentralized local output
 .feedback controller u ? for each subsystem may be represented byi
u t s F y t , i s 1, . . . , N , 2 .  .  .i i i
where F is a constant matrix, called decentralized control gain, of appro-i
priate dimensions.
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 .  .Furthermore, substituting 2 into 1 yields N closed-loop intercon-
nected subsystems of the form,
Ndx t .i c cs A x t q D A t x t q A q D A t x t , .  .  .  .  .i i i i i j i j jdt j/i
i s 1, . . . , N , 3a .
where
Ac [ A q B F C , 3b .i i i i i
D Ac ? [ D A ? q D B ? F C . 3c .  .  .  .i i i i i
Then the nominal closed-loop isolated subsystems are given by
dx t .i cs A x t , i s 1, . . . , N. 4 .  .i idt
Now, the problem is that given the decentralized control gain matrices
F , i s 1, . . . , N, such that each of nominal closed-loop isolated subsystemsi
 .4 is stable, find some conditions such that the stability of each of
 .  .closed-loop interconnected subsystems 3 i.e., overall system can be
 .  .  .guaranteed in the presence of uncertain D A ? , D B ? , and D A ? .i i i j
2.2. Assumptions
Before giving our main results, we first introduce for large-scale system
 .1 the following standard assumptions.
 .Assumption 2.1. Each nominal system of 1 is output feedback stabiliz-
m i=s i  .able; i.e., there exists a constant matrix F g R such that A q B F Ci i i i i
is a Hurwitz matrix.
Assumption 2.2. The bounds are available on the values of the maxi-
 .mum variations in the elements of the uncertain matrix functions D A ? ,i
 .  .D B ? , and D A ? . That is,i i j
i iDa ? F a , k , e s 1, . . . , n , 5a .  . .k e k e imax
i iDb ? F b , k s 1, . . . , n , e s 1, . . . , m , 5b .  . .k e k e i imax
i j i jDa ? F a , k s 1, . . . , n , e s 1, . . . , n . 5c .  . .k e k e i jmax
q In this paper, for any matrix M let M denote its modulus matrix i.e.,
.replacing the entries of M by their absolute values , and B F C denote by
b F c , for all i and j. Define Am, B m, and Am as the matrices withi j i j i i i j
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 i .  i .  i j .entries a , b , and a , respectively. Thus, we can rewritek e max k e max k e max
 .5 as follows,
q mD A ? : D A ? F A , i s 1, . . . , N , 6a .  .  . 4i i i
q mD B ? : D B ? F B , i s 1, . . . , N , 6b .  .  . 4i i i
q mD A ? : D A ? F A , i s 1, . . . , N , i / j . 6c .  .  . 5i j i j i j
5 5In this paper, the spectral norm M is the maximum singular value ofs
the matrix M, i.e., for any real matrix M,
1r2T5 5M s l M M , .s max
and when M is a symmetric matrix,
5 5M s l M . .s max
When M is a symmetric positive definite matrix,
1r2T5 5M s l M M s l M . .  .s max max
5 5  .In addition, M denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector matrix M, i.e.,E
1r2T5 5M s tr M M . .E
Under the preceding definitions, we give the following notations, which
are employed in the subsequent sections. Thus,
q qm y1 m m qb [ M A q B F C M , i s 1, . . . , N , 7a .  . .i i i i i i i s
qm y1 m qb [ M A M , i , j s 1, . . . , N , i / j, 7b . .i j i i j j s
5 y1 5b [ M A M , i , j s 1, . . . , N , i / j, 7c .si j i i j j
 4  .where M , i g 1, . . . , N , is the modal matrix of A q B F C .i i i i i
3. DECENTRALIZED ROBUST STABILITY CONDITIONS
In this section, we consider the problem of decentralized robust stability
 .of the uncertain closed-loop continuous-time system described by 3 . For
such a problem, we can have the following theorem, which results in a
sufficient condition to ensure the system stability.
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THEOREM 3.1. Consider the problem of decentralized robust stability of
 .uncertain large-scale interconnected system described by 3 , and assume that
Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 are satisfied. If the decentralized control gain
matrices F , i s 1, . . . , N, are designed such that each of nominal closed-loopi
 .isolated subsystems 4 is asymptotically stable with distinct eigen¨alues, and
 4for any i g 1, . . . , N , the following inequality is satisfied,
N1
m mb q b q b - 1, 8a . .i i j i ja i j/i
where
a [ y max Re l A q B F C , k s 1, . . . , n , 8b 4 .  .i k i i i i i
k
 .then, each of closed-loop interconnected subsystems 3 is asymptotically
stable in the presence of uncertain perturbations.
 .Proof. For each of closed-loop interconnected subsystems 3 , let Mi
 .be the modal matrix of A q B F C . Use the similarity transformationi i i i
M to obtain that for each subsystem,i
x t s M z t , i s 1, . . . , N. .  .i i i
Then
5 5x t F M z t , i s 1, . . . , N. .  .si i iE E
5 5  4Because M - `, it follows that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,si
z t ª 0 implies x t ª 0. .  .i iE E
5  .5Thus, it is sufficient to consider z t , i s 1, . . . , N.Ei
Applying the similarity transformation to each of closed-loop intercon-
 .nected subsystems 3 yields
dz t .i y1 c y1 cs M A M z t q M D A t M z t .  .  .i i i i i i i idt
N
y1 y1q M A M q M D A t M z t , .  . i i j j i i j j j
j/i
i s 1, . . . , N , 9 .
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which has a solution as
t y1 cz t sexp L tyt z t q exp L tyt M D A t M z t dt 4  4 .  .  .  .  .  .Hi i 0 i 0 i i i i i
t0
N
t y1 y1q exp L tyt M A M qM D A t M z t dt , 4 .  .  . H i i i j j i i j j j
t0j/i
10 .
where
L [ My1AcM s diag l Ac , . . . , l Ac . .  . 4i i i i 1 i n ii
 .Taking the norm of both sides of 10 and making use of the general
 4properties of norms, we can obtain that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
z t F exp L t y t z t 4 .  .  .i i 0 i 0E s E
t y1 cq exp L t y t M D A t M z t dt 4 .  .  .H i i i i is s E
t0
N
t
q exp L t y t 4 . H i s
t0j/i
= y1 y15 5M A M q M D A t M z t dt . 11 .  .  .si i j j i i j j js E
 4Notice that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
exp L t y t F exp ya t y t , 4  4 .  .i is
 .  4Then, from 11 we can have that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
z t F exp ya t y t z t 4 .  .  .i i 0 i 0E E
t y1 cq exp ya t y t M D A t M z t dt 4 .  .  .H i i i i is E
t0
N
t
q exp ya t y t 4 . H i
t0j/i
= y1 y15 5M A M q M D A t M z t dt . .  .si i j j i i j j js E
12 .
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On the other hand, it can be easily known that
q qy1 c y1 m m q mM D A ? M F M A q B F C M [ b , 13a .  .  . .i i i i i i i i i is s
qy1 y1 m q mM D A ? M F M A M [ b . 13b .  . .i i j j i i j j i js s
 .  .  .  4Therefore, from 7c , 12 , and 13 we can have that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
z t F exp ya t y t z t 4 .  .  .i i 0 i 0E E
t mq b exp ya t y t z t dt 4 .  .H i i i E
t0
N
t mq exp ya t y t b q b z t dt . 14 4 .  .  . H i i j i j j E
t0j/i
Here, we first define the following continuous functions,
m N mb b q bi i j i j
d g s q , i s 1, . . . , N , 15 .  .i a y g a y gi ij/i
where
 40 F g - a [ min a , i s 1, . . . , N .i
i
 .  4It is obvious from condition 8 that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
N1
m md 0 F b q b q b - 1. .  .i i i j i ja i j/i
Therefore, in the light of the property of continuous function, there exists
 .  4  .a constant g ) 0 g - a such that for any i g 1, . . . , N , d g - 1.i
Here, for such a constant g ) 0, we define
d [ max d g , i s 1, . . . , N - 1. 16 4 .  .i
i
 .  .   .4Continuing with 14 , by multiplying both sides of 14 by exp g t y t0
and by making use of some trivial manipulations, we can obtain that for
 4any i g 1, . . . , N ,
z t exp g t y t 4 .  .i 0E
F exp y a y g t y t z t 4 .  . .i 0 i 0 E
t mq b exp ya t y t q g t y t z t dt 4 .  .  .H i i 0 i E
t0
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N
t mq b q b exp ya t y t q g t y t z t dt 4 .  .  . H i j i j i 0 j E
t0j/i
t mF z t q b exp y a y g t y t z t 4 .  .  . .Hi 0 i i iE E
t0
N
t m=exp g t y t dt q b q b 4 .  H0 i j i j
t0j/i
=exp y a y g t y t z t exp g t y t dt . 17 4 4 .  .  .  . .i j 0E
Letting
y t [ sup z r exp g r y t , i s 1, . . . , N , 4 .  .  .Äi i 0E
w xrg t , t0
 .  4it follows from 17 that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
z t exp g t y t 4 .  .i 0E
tmF z t q b y t exp y a y g t y t dt 4 .  .  . .Ä Hi 0 i i iE
t0
N
tmq b q b y t exp y a y g t y t dt 4 .  . .Ä Hi j i j j i
t0j/i
m N mb b q bi i j i jF z t q y t q y t . 18 .  .  .  .Ä Äi 0 i jE a y g a y gi ij/i
 .First of all, notice such a fact that for any real function a t and for any
 .nondecreasing real function b t ,
w xa t F b t , t g t , T .  . 0
implies
a t [ sup a r F b t . .  .  .Ä  /
w xrg t , t0
 4  .Now, it is obvious from the definition that for any i g 1, . . . , N , y t isÄi
 4a nondecreasing function on t. It follows that for any i g 1, . . . , N , the
 .right-hand side of inequality 18 is also nondecreasing. Therefore, by the
 .  .definition of y t and the fact stated previously, from 18 we can haveÄi
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 4that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
m N mb b q bi i j i j
y t F z t q y t q y t . 19 .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Äi i 0 i jE a y g a y gi ij/i
If we define
y t [ max y t ; i s 1, . . . , N , t G t , 4 .  .Ä Äi 0
i
 .  4then, from 19 we can further have that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
m mNb b q bi i j i j
y t F z t q q y t .  .  .Ä Äi i 0 E a y g a y gi ij/i
s z t q d g y t .  .  .Äi 0 iE
F z t q dy t . 20 .  .  .Äi 0 E
 .Similarly, because the right-hand side of inequality 20 is nondecreasing,
 4we can obtain that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
y t F z t q dy t . .  .  .Ä Äi 0 E
That is,
z t .i 0 E
y t F . 21 .  .Ä
1 y d
 .  .Therefore, from the definitions of y t and y t , i s 1, . . . , N, we canÄ Äi
 4obtain that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
z t .i 0 E
z t exp g t y t F y t F y t F . 4 .  .  .  .Ä Äi 0 iE 1 y d
That is,
z 0 .i E
z t F exp yg t y t . 22 4 .  .  .i 0E 1 y d
 .Therefore, it is obvious from 22 that each of closed-loop interconnected
 .subsystems 3 is asymptotically stable in the presence of uncertain pertur-
bations.
In the light of Theorem 3.1, we may also have the following results
which are given in the following corollaries.
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COROLLARY 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, if for any
 4  .   ..i g 1, . . . , N , the uncertain perturbations defined in 5 or 6 satisfy the
following condition,
1 qm mÄ 5 5 5 5K M A q B F C .  .E Ei i i i i sa i
N
mÄ 5 5q b q K M A - 1, 23 .  . Ei j i j i j 5
j/i
where
qy1 qÄ 5 5K M [ M M , .  .i i is
qy1 qÄ 5 5K M [ M M , .  . si j i js
 .then, each of closed-loop interconnected subsystems 3 is asymptotically
stable in the presence of uncertain perturbations.
Proof. The result of this corollary follows from Theorem 3.1 on noting
5 5 5 5that, for any matrix D, D G D , and therefore,E s
N1
m mb q b q b .i i j i ja i j/i
1 q qy1 q m m5 5 5 5 5 5F M M A q B F C . . s s si i i i i i ssa i
N qy1 q m5 5 5 5q b q M M A . s si j i j i js 5
j/i
1 qm mÄ 5 5 5 5F K M A q B F C .  .E Ei i i i i sa i
N
mÄ 5 5q b q K M A . 24 .  . si j i j i j 5
j/i
 .  .  .It is obvious from 8 and 24 that if condition 23 is satisfied, so is
 .  .condition 8 . That is, each of closed-loop interconnected subsystems 3 is
asymptotically stable.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let « i , « i , and « i j denote some gi¨ en bounds on1 2 3
 .  .  .elements of the uncertain matrices D A ? , D B ? , and D A ? , respecti¨ ely.i i i j
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 4If for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
1r2n mi i qi iÄK M « q « F C .  .i 1 2 i i s /a ni i
1r2N b ni j j i j Äq q « K M - 1, 25 .  . 3 i j / 5n ni ij/i
 .then, each of closed-loop interconnected subsystems 3 is asymptotically
stable in the presence of uncertain perturbations.
Proof. From the definition of the Euclidean norm, it follows that
5 m 5 iA F n « , i s 1, . . . , N , 26a .Ei i 1
1r2m i5 5B F n m « , i s 1, . . . , N , 26b .  .Ei i i 2
1r2m i j5 5A F n n « , i , j s 1, . . . , N , i / j. 26c .  .Ei j i j 3
 .  .  .Then, substituting 26 into 23 yields 25 .
Remark 3.1. Suppose that instead of using the structural information
about the uncertainty, which is available from Am, B m, and Am, we onlyi i i j
use norm bounds on the uncertainty. Therefore, let
D A ? F g , i s 1, . . . , N , 27a .  .pi i
D B ? F d , i s 1, . . . , N , 27b .  .pi i
D A ? F g , i , j s 1, . . . , N , i / j, 27c .  .i j i jp
5 5  .where ? denotes any norm of a matrix or vector . Generally, such ap
class of uncertainties are called unstructured ones.
Similarly, we can derive the stability conditions of closed-loop intercon-
 .nected subsystems 3 with unstructured uncertainties, which are given in
the next corollary.
COROLLARY 3.3. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.1, each of closed-
 .loop interconnected subsystems 3 is asymptotically stable in the presence of
 .  .  .  .the uncertain perturbations D A ? , D B ? , and D A ? described by 27 ifi i i j
 4for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
N1
y15 5 5 5K M g q d F C q M A M q g K M - 1. .  .p pi i i i i i i j j i j i j 5a i j/i
28 .
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where
5 y1 5 5 5K M [ M M , . p pi i i
5 y1 5 5 5K M [ M M . . p pi j i j
 .Proof. Taking the norm of both sides of 10 and employing the same
notations as those used in Theorem 3.1, we can have that for any
 4i g 1, . . . , N ,
z t F exp ya t y t z t 4 .  .  .p pi i 0 i 0
t y1 cq exp ya t y t M D A t M z t dt 4 .  .  .H p pi i i i i
t0
N
t
q exp ya t y t 4 . H i
0j/i
y1 y15 5= M A M q M D A t M z t dt . .  .pi i j j i i j j jp p
29 .
 .From 27 we can easily obtain
y1 c 5 5M D A ? M F K M g q d F C , i s 1, . . . , N , 30a .  .  .ppi i i i i i i i
y1M D A ? M F K M g , i , j s 1, . . . , N , i / j. 30b .  .  .i i j j i j i jp
 .  .Substituting 30 into 29 yields
z t . pi
F exp ya t y t z t 4 .  . pi 0 i 0
t
5 5q exp ya t y t K M g q d F C z t dt 4 .  .  .H p pi i i i i i i
t0
N
t y15 5q exp ya t y t M A M q g K M z t dt . 4 .  .  . H pi i i j j i j i j j p
t0j/i
31 .
 .Then, from 31 we can easily complete the proof of this corollary by
making use of a proof similar to that of Theorem 3.1.
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4. EXTENSION TO LARGE-SCALE
DISCRETE-TIME SYSTEMS
The method developed in the preceding section can be extended to
large-scale interconnected discrete-time systems, and results in some ro-
bust stability conditions. In this section, we consider uncertain large-scale
discrete-time system composed of N interconnected subsystems described
by the following difference equations,
x k q 1 s A q D A k x k q B q D B k u k .  .  .  .  .i i i i i i i
N
q A q D A k x k , 32a .  .  . i j i j j
j/i
y k s C q DC k x k , i s 1, . . . , N , 32b .  .  .  .i i i i
 .  .  .  .where the uncertain D A ? , D B ? , DC ? , D A ? are assumed to bei i i i j
 .  .structural and satisfy 6 . For simplicity, we still assume that DC ? s 0,i
i s 1, . . . , N.
Similar to continuous-systems, we assume that all outputs are available,
 .and the decentralized local output feedback controller u k for eachi
subsystem is given by
u k s F y k , i s 1, . . . , N. 33 .  .  .i i i
Thus, the uncertain closed-loop interconnected subsystems are given by
N
c cx k q 1 s A x k q D A k x k q A q D A k x k , .  .  .  .  .  .i i i i i i j i j j
j/i
i s 1, . . . , N , 34 .
and the corresponding nominal closed-loop isolated subsystems are given
by
x k q 1 s Ac x k , i s 1, . . . , N. 35 .  .  .i i i
Now, the problem is that given the decentralized control gain matrices
F , i s 1, . . . , N, such that each of nominal closed-loop isolated discrete-i
 .time subsystems 35 is stable, find some conditions such that the stability
 . of each of closed-loop interconnected discrete-time subsystems 34 i.e.,
.  .overall system can be guaranteed in the presence of uncertain D A ? ,i
 .  .D B ? , and D A ? .i i j
For such a problem, we can have the following theorem, which gives a
 .sufficient condition to ensure the stability of discrete-time system 32 .
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THEOREM 4.1. Consider the problem of decentralized robust stability of
 .uncertain large scale interconnected discrete-time system 32 , and assume that
Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 are satisfied. If the decentralized control gain
matrices F , i s 1, . . . , N, are designed such that each of nominal closed-loopi
 .isolated subsystems 35 is asymptotically stable with distinct eigen¨alues, and
 4for any i g 1, . . . , N , the following inequality is satisfied
N1
m mb q b q b - 1, 36a . .i i j i j1 y ai j/i
where
a [ max l A q B F C , n s 1, . . . , n , 36b 4 .  .i n i i i i i
n
 .then, each of closed-loop interconnected discrete-time subsystems 34 is
asymptotically stable in the presence of uncertain perturbations.
 .Proof. Let M be the modal matrix of A q B F C . Similar to thei i i i i
proof of Theorem 3.1, by employing the similarity transformation,
x k s M z k , i s 1, . . . , N , .  .i i i
 .to each of closed-loop interconnected subsystems 34 , we can have
z k q 1 s My1AcM z k q My1 D Ac k M z k .  .  .  .i i i i i i i i i
N
y1 y1q M A M q M D A k M z k , .  . i i j j i i j j j
j/i
i s 1, . . . , N , 37 .
which has a solution as
k
k kyn y1 cz k s L z 0 q L M D A n y 1 M z n y 1 .  .  .  .i i i i i i i i
ns1
N k
kyn y1 y1q L M A M q M D A n y 1 M z n y 1 , .  .  i i i j j i i j j j
j/i ns1
38 .
where
L [ My1AcM s diag l Ac , . . . , l Ac . .  . 4i i i i 1 i n ii
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 .Taking the norm of both sides of 38 and making use of the general
 4properties of norms, we can obtain that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
k5 5z k F L z 0 .  .si i iE E
k
kyn y1 c5 5q L M D A n y 1 M z n y 1 .  . si i i i is E
ns1
N k
kyn y1 y15 5 5 5q L M A M q M D A n y 1 M .  s si i i j j i i j j s
j/i ns1
= z n y 1 . 39 .  .j E
 4Notice that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
5 k 5 kL F a , a - 1 , .si i i
and
q qy1 c y1 m m q mM D A ? M F M A q B F C M [ b , .  . .i i i i i i i i i is s
qy1 y1 m q mM D A ? M F M A M [ b , .  .i i j j i i j j i js s
 .  4from 39 we have that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
k
k m kynz k F a z 0 q b a z n y 1 .  .  .i i i i i iE E E
ns1
N k
m kynq b q b a z n y 1 . 40 .  .  i j i j i j E
j/i ns1
Here, we first define the following continuous functions,
m N mb b q bi i j i jÃd g s q , i s 1, . . . , N , 41 .  .i g ga y a a y ai i i ij/i
where
0 F g - 1.
 .  4It is obvious from condition 36 that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
N1
m mÃd 0 F b q b q b - 1. .  .i i i j i j1 y ai j/i
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Therefore, in the light of the property of continuous function, there exists
Ã .  4  .a constant g ) 0 g - 1 such that for any i g 1, . . . , N , d g - 1. Here,i
for such a constant g ) 0, we define
UÃ Ãd [ max d g , i s 1, . . . , N - 1. 42 .  . 4i
i
 .Continuing with 40 , if we define a constant,
 4a [ max a , i s 1, . . . , N - 1,i
i
yg k .then, by multiplying both sides of 40 by a we can obtain that for any
 4i g 1, . . . , N ,
k
yg k yg k k m kyn yg kz k a F a a z 0 q b a a z n y 1 .  .  .i i i i i iE E E
ns1
N k
m kyn yg kq b q b a a z n y 1 . 43 .  .  i j i j i j E
j/i ns1
yx yx  .  .Noting the fact that a F a x G 0 because a G a i s 1, . . . , N , andi i
making use of some trivial manipulations, we obtain that for any i g
 41, . . . , N ,
yg kz k a .i E
k
yg k k m kyn yg yg kyn . yg ny1.F a a z 0 q b a a a z n y 1 a .  .i i i i iE E
ns1
N k
m kyn yg yg kyn . yg ny1.q b q b a a a z n y 1 a .  i j i j i j E
j/i ns1
k
m yg 1yg . kyn . yg ny1.F z 0 q b a a z n y 1 a .  .i i i i iE E
ns1
N k
m yg 1yg . kyn . yg ny1.q b q b a a z n y 1 a . 44 .  . i j i j i i j E
j/i ns1
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, letting
yg ry k [ max z r a , r s 0, 1, . . . , k , i s 1, . . . , N , .  . 4Ãi i E
r
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 .  4it follows from 44 that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
k
yg k m yg 1yg . kyn .z k a F z 0 q b y k a a .  .  .Ã i i i i i iE E
ns1
N k
m yg 1yg . kyn .q b q b y k a a .Ã i j i j j i i
j/i ns1
m N mb b q bi i j i jF z 0 q y k q y k . 45 .  .  .  .Ã Ãi i jE g ga y a a y ai i i ij/i
 .  4It is obvious from the definition of y k that for any i g 1, . . . , N , theÃi
 .right-hand side of inequality 45 is nondecreasing on k. Therefore, from
 .  445 we further have that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
m N mb b q bi i j i j
y k F z 0 q y k q y k . 46 .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ãi i i jE g ga y a a y ai i i ij/i
Similarly, if we define
y k [ max y k ; i s 1, . . . , N , k G 0, 4 .  .Ã Ãi
i
 .  4then, from 46 we can further have that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
m mNb b q bi i j i j
y k F z 0 q q y k .  .  .Ã Ãi i E g ga y a a y ai i i ij/i
Ãs z 0 q d g y k .  .  .Ãi iE
UÃF z 0 q d y k . 47 .  .  .Ãi E
 .Similarly, because the right-hand side of inequality 47 is nondecreasing,
 4we also obtain that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
UÃy k F z 0 q d y k . 48 .  .  .  .Ã Ãi E
That is,
z 0 .i E
y k F . 49 .  .Ã UÃ1 y d
 .  .Therefore, from the definitions of y k and y k , i s 1, . . . , N, we canÃ Ãi
 4obtain that for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
z 0 .i Eyg kz k a F y k F y k F . .  .  .Ã Ãi iE UÃ1 y d
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That is,
z 0 .i E g kz k F a , 0 - a - 1 . 50 .  .  .i E UÃ1 y d
 .Thus, it is shown from 50 that each of closed-loop interconnected
 .discrete-time subsystems 34 is asymptotically stable in the presence of
uncertain perturbations.
Similar to the results given in the preceding section, in terms of
Theorem 4.1, we may have the following corollaries.
COROLLARY 4.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, if for any
 4  .i g 1, . . . , N , the uncertain perturbations defined in 6 satisfy the following
condition,
1 qm mÄ 5 5 5 5K M A q B F C .  .E Ei i i i i s1 y ai
N
mÄ 5 5q b q K M A - 1, 51 .  . Ei j i j i j 5
j/i
 .then, each of closed-loop interconnected discrete-time subsystems 34 is
asymptotically stable in the presence of uncertain perturbations.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let « i , « i , and « i j denote some gi¨ en bounds on1 2 3
 .  .  .elements of the uncertain matrices D A ? , D B ? , and D A ? , respecti¨ ely.i i i j
 4If for any i g 1, . . . , N ,
1r2n mi i qi iÄK M « q « F C .  .i 1 2 i i s /1 y a ni i
1r2N b ni j j i j Äq q « K M - 1, 52 .  . 3 i j / 5n ni ij/i
 .then, each of closed-loop interconnected discrete-time subsystems 34 is
asymptotically stable in the presence of uncertain perturbations.
COROLLARY 4.3. Under the assumption of Theorem 4.1, each of closed-
 .loop interconnected discrete-time subsystems 34 is asymptotically stable in
 .  .the presence of the unstructured uncertain perturbations D A ? , D B ? , andi i
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 .  .  4D A ? described by 27 if for any i g 1, . . . , N ,i j
N1
y15 5 5 5K M g qd F C q M A M qg K M -1. .  .p pi i i i i i i j j i j i j 51yai j/i
53 .
The proofs of Corollaries 4.1]4.3 are similar to those of Corollaries 3.1]
3.3, respectively, and omitted here.
5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
In this section, we give two numerical examples to demonstrate that the
sufficient conditions developed in Sections 3 and 4 are less conservative
than those reported in the control literature.
 .EXAMPLE 5.1 Continuous-time case . Consider the uncertain large-
scale system composed of the following three interconnected subsystems,
dx t s t 0 .  .1 110 1s q x t .11 2 /0 s tdt  .12
s t s t .  .1 0 11 12q q u t .1 /0 1 0 0
s t 0 .110.5 0.0q q x t .20.0 0.5 /0 s t .12
0 00.6 0.0q q x t , .35s t 5s t / .  .0.0 0.6 11 12
1 0 0 0y t s q x t , 54a .  .  .1 1 /0 1 0 0
dx t s t s t .  .  .2 21 221 0s q x t .20 1 /s t 0dt  .23
s t 0 .210 1q q u t .21 0 /s t 0 .22
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s t 0 .210.8 0.0q q x t .10.0 1.2 /0 s t .23
0 0.05s t .210.6 0.0q q x t , .30.0 0.6 /0.05s t 0 .22
1 0 0 0y t s q x t , 54b .  .  .2 2 /0 1 0 0
dx t s t 0 .  .3 311 1s q x t .32 1 /s t 0dt  .32
s t 0 .311 1q q u t .30 1 /0 s t .32
0.5s t 0 .311.5 0.0q q x t .10.0 1.5 /0 0.5s t .32
5s t 0 .310.5 0.0q q x t , .20.0 0.5 /5s t 0 .32
1 0 0 0y t s q x t , 54c .  .  .3 3 /0 1 0 0
where
T Tx t s x t x t , u t s u t u t , i s 1, 2, 3, .  .  .  .  .  .i i1 i2 i i1 i2
 . 2  . 3  . 2and s ? g R , s ? g R , s ? g R represent the uncertain perturba-1 2 3
tions characterized by
T
0.1 sin t 0.1 cos t .  .s t s , .1
T
0.1 cos t 0.1 sin t 0.1 cos t .  .  .s t s , .2
T
0.1 sin t 0.1 cos t .  .s t s , .3
for simulation. Suppose that the closed-loop eigenvalues for each subsys-
tem are selected to be, respectively,
T T Tw x w x w xl s , l s , l sy3 y4 y3 y4 y4 y51 2 3
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Then, by making use of eigenvalue assignment techniques, we may choose
the decentralized control gain matrix F for each of nominal closed-loopi
isolated subsystems as
y3 y1 0 y5 y3 5F s , F s , F s .1 2 3y1 y6 y4 0 y2 y6
Thus, we have
a s 3, a s 3, a s 4, a s 3.1 2 3
 .On the other hand, from 7 we also have
b m s 0.86409, b s 0.5, b s 0.6,1 12 13
m mb s 0.1, b s 0.70711,12 13
mb s 0.7936, b s 1.2, b s 0.6,2 21 23
m mb s 0.1, b s 0.005,21 23
mb s 0.9222, b s 1.5, b s 0.5,3 31 32
m mb s 0.05, b s 0.70711,31 23
 . w x  .i The sufficient condition of 15 : From sufficient condition 6 of
w x15 , we can obtain
31 5.03642
d y d y d q d q d s ) 1. .3 1 2 1 i 2 ia 3is1
w xThat is, the robust stability condition of 15 is not satisfied. Therefore, no
conclusion can be made for this example.
w xIn addition, in 15 , the optimal Perron weighting is used to reduce the
 . w xconservatism of condition 6 of 15 . In fact, the improved stability
w xcondition of 15 is incorrect because we cannot find an optimal Perron
 . w xweighting for all different terms given in 19 of 15 . However, even if we
employ such an incorrect condition, no conclusion can be made for this
w xexample. For this, by the condition improved in 15 , one has
31 4.6
d y d y d q d q d s ) 1. .3 1 2 1 i 2 ia 3is1
That is, this robust stability condition is still not satisfied.
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 .ii The sufficient condition de¨eloped in this paper: From the suffi-
 .cient condition given by 8 , we can obtain
2.7712¡
- 1, i s 1,
3
31 2.6986
m m ~b q b q b s - 1, i s 2, .i i j i ja 3i j/i
3.6793
- 1, i s 3.¢ 4
 .That is, robust stability condition 8 is satisfied. Therefore, we can
conclude that the closed-loop large-scale interconnected system is asymp-
totically stable in the presence of uncertain perturbations.
 .EXAMPLE 5.2 Discrete-time case . Consider the uncertain large-scale
discrete-time system composed of the following three interconnected sub-
systems,
0 0.5s k .10 1x k q 1 s q x k .  .1 11 2 /0.5s k 0 .2
0.5s k 0.5s k .  .1 0 1 2q q u k .1 /0 1 0 0
0 00.14 0q q x k .20 0.1s k / .0.14 0 1
0.5s k 0 .10.05 0q q x k , .30 0.05 /0 0.5s k .2
1 0 0 0y k s q x k , 55a .  .  .1 1 /0 1 0 0
0.5s k 0 .11 1x k q 1 s q x k .  .2 22 1 /0.5s k 0 .2
0.5s k 0 .11 1q q u k .20 1 /0 0.5s k .2
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0.3s k 0.1s k .  .0.10 0.12 1 2q q x k .1 /0 0 0 0
0.3s k 0 .10.04 0q q x k , .30 0.01 /0.2s k 0 .2
1 0 0 0y k s q x k , 55b .  .  .2 2 /0 1 0 0
0.1s k 0 .11.4 1.0x k q 1 s q x k .  .3 31.0 1.5 /0 1.0s k .2
0.5s k 0 .10 1q q u k .30 1 /0 1.5s k .2
0.5s k 0 .10.01 0q q x k .10 0.01 /0 1.0s k .2
0.2s k 0 .10.11 0q q x k , .20 0.03 /0 0.3s k .2
1 0 0 0y k s q x k , 55c .  .  .3 3 /0 1 0 0
where
T T
x k x k u k u k .  .  .  .x k s , u k s , i s 1, 2, 3, .  .i1 i2 i1 i2i i
 .  .and s ? , s ? represent the uncertain perturbations characterized by1 2
s k s 0.1 sin k , s k s 0.1 cos k , .  .  .  .1 2
for simulation. Suppose that the closed-loop eigenvalues for each subsys-
tem are selected to be, respectively,
T T Tw x w x w xl s , l s , l s .0.4 0.5 y0.40 0.55 0.4 0.51 2 3
Then, by making use of eigenvalue assignment techniques, we may choose
the decentralized control gain matrix F for each of nominal closed-loopi
isolated subsystems as
0.4 y1.0 0.60 y0.55 1 0F s , F s , F s .1 2 3y1.0 y1.5 y2.00 y0.45 y1 y1
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Thus, we have
a s 0.5, a s 0.55, a s 0.5, a s 0.55.1 2 3
 .On the other hand, from 7 we also have
b m s 0.1895, b s 0.1980, b s 0.0500,1 12 13
m mb s 0.0100, b s 0.0500,12 13
mb s 0.1732, b s 0.1562, b s 0.0400,2 21 23
m mb s 0.0316, b s 0.0361,21 23
mb s 0.2932, b s 0.0100, b s 0.1100,3 31 32
m mb s 0.0500, b s 0.0300.31 23
 . w x  .i The sufficient condition of 15 : From sufficient condition 29 of
w x15 , we can obtain
31 0.7474
u y u y u q u q u s ) 1. .3 1 2 1 i 2 i1 y a 0.45is1
w xThat is, the robust stability condition of 15 is not satisfied. Therefore, no
conclusion can be made for this example.
Similarly, even if we employ the so-called improved stability condition of
w x15 , no conclusion can be made for this example. For this, by the condition
w ximproved in 15 , one has
31 0.7042
u y u y u q u q u s ) 1. .3 1 2 1 i 2 i1 y a 0.45is1
That is, this robust stability condition is still not satisfied.
 .ii The sufficient condition de¨eloped in this paper: From the suffi-
 .cient condition given by 36 , we can obtain
0.4975¡
- 1, i s 1,
0.50
31 0.4371
m m ~b q b q b s - 1, i s 2, .i i j i j1 y a 0.45i j/i
0.4932
- 1, i s 3.¢ 0.50
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 .That is, robust stability condition 36 is satisfied. Therefore, we can
conclude that the closed-loop large-scale discrete-time system is asymptoti-
cally stable in the presence of uncertain perturbations.
6. CONCLUSION
The problem of decentralized robust stability for large-scale intercon-
nected continuous-time and discrete-time systems with structured and
unstructured uncertainties has been discussed. We present a simple method
whereby some sufficient conditions are derived so that the asymptotic
stability of large-scale interconnected systems can be guaranteed in the
presence of uncertain perturbations. Some analytical methods are em-
ployed to investigate such sufficient conditions. Finally, two numerical
examples are given to demonstrate that the sufficient conditions developed
in this paper are less conservative than those reported in the control
literature.
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